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Departmen t of Information Technolosv
Eq uivalence Scheme

Programme Name: B.Tech. Information Technology
(III & ry Semester)

Course code with Name of course new

No uivalence

No uivalence
ivalence

No Equivalence

No valence

No valence
srgn

No uiYalence
n s

No uivalence
No uivalence

glc lgn

No ivalence
puter

tructure gon ms
gn

ect T
Discrete Mathernatics

ystems
ystem

lgn sls o

vlour
ystem

lgn sls o
ng

N

I

S

s

IC

es

P.. F

Sr.No. Course code with Name ofcourse(old)
I ETU 3I I Electronic Devices and Ctcuits
2 CSU 30I

ITU 30I Communication Engineering
4 CSU 303 Discrete Mathe4atics and Graph Theory ITU42I Mathemat lcs
5 SHU3O5 General ProficiencYII

ETU312 Electronic Devices and Circuits Lab No Equivalence
7 CSU304 Trogramming Methodology Lab
8 lTU302 Communication Engineering Lab

CSU3O6

CSU4OI Numerical Method
Progagming

and Computer

11. CSU4O2 Data Structure tTU322
CSU403 Object Oriented Technologv

t3. tTU40l Digilal lntegrated Circuits tTU323t4. I riu +oz Data Communication
l5 csU404 Data Strucrue Lab ITU325
l6 ITU4O3 Data Communication Lab
l7 CSU405 Object Oriented Technology Lab
r8 I'I'U404 Digital Integrate4l Circuit Lab ITU325
I9, System Administration-ll Lab
20. ITU609 Computer Organization

cst.t402 Data Structure tTU322
r1'u401 Digital Integmted Circuirs ITU323

23 CSU4O4 Data Structule Lab tTU324
21 ITLl404 Digital Integrated Circuit Lab ITU325
25 No Equivalence tTu326
26 CSU 303 Discrete Mathematics and Graph Theory tTU421

ITU5O2 Database Management Systems tTU422
CSU602 ]@:rating System Design tTU423 )peratinp

29 Design and Analysis of Algorithms tTU424
30 No Equivalence ITU425
3l cst 1606 Oper4ling System Design Lab tTU427
32 tTU604 Design & Analysis of Algorithms Lab ITU428
33 No Equivalence ITU429 )\,thon Prosrammine I al

No

v lu\

No Equivalence
Programming Methodoloqy No Equivalence

3.

No Equivalence
6.

9. System administration-l l.ab

10.

12.

CSU4O6

ITU32I
21.
22. Logic Design

2'7

28

lTU60l
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ITU32I COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE

Teaching Scheme : 03 L + 00T Total 03
Evaluation Scheme: 30MSE +10TA+ 608Sf,
Duration of ESE: 2Hrs.30min

Credits : 03
Total Markr: 100

Course Objectives

[. To understand the structure, function and characteristics ofcomputer systems.
l[. To understand the design ofthe various functional units and components ofcomputers.
II I. To identifo the elements ofmodem instructions sets and their impact on processor design.
lV. To explain the function ofeach element ofa memory hierarchy,
V. To identily and compare different methods for computer I/O.

Computer Organization: Computer types, Structure with basic computer components.

Function in brief with instruction fetch and execute, lnterrupts and I/O communication.

Interconnection structure, bus interconnection, Multiple Bus hierarchies, Elements of bus

design Performance metrics and measurement.

Computer Memory System: Characteristics of memory system, Memory hierarchy, Cache

Memory- Cache memory principles, Elements of cache design- cache address, size, mapping

functions. replacement algorithms, write policy, Intemal Memory- semiconductor memory,

External Memory- Hard Disk organization, RAID.

Input and Output System: I/O modules- Module function and I/O module structure,

Programmed I/O , Polling I/O. lnterrupt driven l/O , DMA function, Synchronous and

Asynchronous serial data communication, Computer peripherals like keyboard, mouse, printer.

scanner and display devices.

Processor Organization: Evolution of lntel processor architecture- 4 bit to 64 bit, Control unil

Hardwired and m icroprogrammed, concept of pipelining, Study of microprocessor 8085.

Functional pins and Register organization, Memory mapped I/O and l/O mapped I/O schemes.

Instruction Set and Assembly Language Programming: Addressing modes and Formats-

immediate, direct, indirect, register, register indirect, displacement and stack, lnstruction Cycle

machine cycle and Data flow,8086 instruction set and assembly programming, Time delay

concept. stack and subroutines, lnterrupt handling, Instruction set architecture RISC and CISC.

Text books

l. "Computer Organization and Architecture", William Stallings, 7th edition, Prentice Hall of
India, 2008

2. "The 8086/8088 Microprocessor: Architecture, Programming, and Interfacing", Barry B.

Brey, Menill Publishing Company, 1987

Reference books

\.,



"structured Computer Organization". A. Tannenbaum,6th edition, Pearson Education, 20133

Course outcomes

On completion ofthe course, student will be able to

ITU32l .l Describe the organization of a computer system in terms of its main components.

lTU321 .2 Demonstrate computer architecture concepts related to design of modem processors

memories and l/Os.
lTU32l.3 Identifr various parts ofa system memory hierarchy.
ITU32l.4 Analyze the performance of commercially available computers.
ITU32l .5 Develop logic for assembly language programming.

Teaching Scheme :04L Total 04
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE +10 TA+ 60 ESE
Duration of ESE : 2Hrs.30min

Credits :04
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives

l. To impart the basic concepts of data structures and algorithms.

II. To understand concepts about searching and sorting techniques

lll. To understand basic concepts about stacks, queues, lists, trees and graphs.

IV. To enable them to write algorithms for solving problems with the help of fundamental

data structures

Introduction: Basic Terminologies: Elementary Data Organizations, Data Structure

Operations: insertion, deletion, traversal etc.; Analysis of an Algorithm, Asymptotic Notations.

Time-Space trade off. Searching: Linear Search and Binary Search Techniques and their

complexity analysis.

Stacks and Queues: ADT Stack and its operations: Algorithms and their complexity analysis.

Applications of Stacks: Expression Conversion and evaluation - corresponding algorithms and

complexity analysis. ADT queue, Types of Queue: Simple Queue, Circular Queue, Priority

Queue; Operations on each types ofQueues: Algorithms and their analysis.

Linked Lists: Singly linked lists: Representation in memory, Algorithms of several operations:

Traversing, Searching, Insertion into, Deletion from linked list; Linked representation of stack

and Queue, Header nodes, Doubly,Circular linked list: operations on it.

J&^Jh,,;r.--a

l. "Computer Organization", C. Hamacher, V. Zvonko, S. Zaky, 5s edition, McGraw Hill,

2002,

2. "Computer Architecture and Organization", Hayes, J.P., 3rd Edition, Tata Mc-Graw Hill,

1998.

ITU 322 DATA STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHMS

\uV



Trees: Basic Tree Terminologies, Different types ofTrees: Binary Tree, Threaded Binary Tree,

Binary Search Tree, AVL Tree; Tree operations on each of the trees .Applications of Binary

Trees. B Tree, B+ Tree(Theoretical aspect only)

Sorting and Hashing: Objective and properties ofdifferent sorting algorithms: Selection Sort,

Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, Quick Sor! Merge Sort, Heap Sort; Performance and Comparison

among all the methods. Hashing.

Graph: Basic Terminologies and Representations, Graph search and traversal algorithms and

complexity analysis.

Text books

l. "Fundamentals of Data Structures", Illustrated Edition by Ellis Horowitz, Sartaj Sahni,

Computer Science Press.

2. "Data structures A Pseudo code Approach with C", Richard Gilberg and Behrouz

Forouzan, 2"d edition, 2005,Cengage Leaming.

Reference books

l. Algorithms, Data Structures, and Problem Solving with C++". Illustrated Edition by Mark

Allen Weiss, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company

2. "How to Solve it by Computer",2nd Impression by R.C. Dromey, Pearson Education.

3. "Data structures with C", Seymour Lipschutz, l't Edition, 2017, Schaum Series,Tata

MacGraw Hill

Useful Iink:

http://nptel.ac.in/courses/l 06 I 06 I 30/, llT Madras

http://nptel.ac.in/courses/l 06 I 03069/, IIT Cuwahati

http://nptel.ac.in/courses/106106127/, Prof. Shankar Balachandran, IIT Madras

Course outcomes

tTU 322.1 For a given algorithm student will able to analyze the algorithms to determine the
time and computation complexity and justify the correctness.
For a given Search problem (Linear Search and Binary Search) student will able to
implement it.
For a given problem of Stacks, Queues and linked list student will able to
implement it and analyze the same to determine the time and computation
complexity.
Student will able to write an algorithm Selection Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort,

Quick Soft, Merge Sort, Heap Sort and compare their performance in term of
Space and Time complexity.
Student will able to implement Graph, Trees search and traversal algorithms and
determine the time and computation complexity.

tTU 322.2

tTU 322.3

tTU 322.4

tru 322.5

.}*.rlt

4



ITU323 DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN

Teaching Scheme :03 L Total 03
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE +10 TA+ 60 ESE
Duration of ESE : 2Hrs.30min

Credits : 03
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives

II.
It l.
IV.

VI.

Systematically use mathematical processes to convert any value between any number
systems.
Apply knowledge of logic gates to select the appropriate gate for the circuit design.
Create truth tables by analyzing existing circuits. Design a circuit based on a truth table.
Solve novel problems by applying the combinational logic design process.
Implement sequential logic to improve digital circuit design.
Design a state machine to accomplish specified design task.

Introduction to Number systems and codes : Binary number systems , Signed binary

numbers, Binary arithmetic,l 's and 2's complement, Octal number system, hexadecimal

number system, lntroduction to gates, Minimization of Boolean function using Kamaugh Map

(up to four variable),SOP- POS, Quine - Mclusky methods, Code conversions- Binary code to

gray code and gray to binary, BCD to Excess - 3.Excess - 3 to BCD code.

Design of Combinational Logic Circuits: Modular combinational logic elements, Overview

& implementation of multiplexer/ demultiplexer, Implementation of Combinational Logic

Circuits using mux / demux. Decoders. Encoders, Priority encoders. Design of Ripple carry

adder and Carry look ahead adder. Design of Combinational Circuits using hogrammable

Logic Devices (PLDS): Programmable Read Only Memories (PROMs), Programmable Logic

Arrays (PLAs),Programmable Array Logic (PAL) device.

Design of Sequential Logic Circuits: Latches: RS latch and JK latch, Flip-flops-RS. JK, T

and D flip flops. Master-slave flip flops, Edge{riggered flip-flops. Analysis and Design of

Synchronous Sequential Circuits: Introduction to sequential circuits, Characteristic table.

Characteristic equation and Excitation table.

Modular sequential logic circuits: Registers, Design of Synchronous / Asynchronous using

different flip-flops. Overview of Shift registers. Counters- Synchronous / Asynchronous, Up-

down, Ring, Johnson counter.

Algorithm State Machines: ASM charts, notation,RTL notation and implementation design

of simple controller, multiplexer controller method. VHDL: lntroduction to HDL, VHDL-

Library.

Memories: Random access memory, TTL RAM cell. parameter read write cycles, ROMs

EPROM,MOS-static RAM cell, dynamic RAM cell, refreshing, memory cycles.

*aY



Text Books

I M Monis Mano, "Digital Design" 3rd Edition Prentice Hall 2001 ISBN-I0 / ASIN:

01306212 I 8 ISBN-I3 / EAN: 978013062 1214.

2 R.P. Jain, "Modem Digital Electronics", 3rd Edition, Tata Mccraw-Hill, 2003, ISBN 0 -
07 049492 - 4.

3 A.P. Malvino, D. P. Leach and G.Saha, "Digital Principles and Applications," 7/e, McGraw

Hill. 2010. 37.

Reference Books

I Wakerly Pearon, "Digital Design: Principles and Practices", 3rd edition, 4th reprint,

Pearson Education. 2004.

2 A. Anand Kumar, "Fundamentals of digital circuits" lst edition, PHI publication, 2001.

3 Mark Bach, "Complete Digital Design", Tata MCGraw Hill, 2005.

4 Stephen Brown, "Fundamentals of digital logic design with VHDL" I st edition, TMH

Publication 2002.

Course Outcomes

Students will be able to:

ITU 323. t

tTU 323.2

rTU 323.3

ITU 323.4

ITU 321.5

ITU 323.6

Teaching Scheme: 03Th+ 0lTut = 0't Total Credits: 04

Evaluation Scheme: 30MSE+60ESf,+10TA Total Marks: 100

Duration of ESE ; 2Hrs.30min

Course Objectives

I. To study about the mathematical tool like z-transform and its properties.

It. To introduce the concept of linear algebra which is important in computer software

III. To introduce the concept oforthogonality and inner product.

Apply the knowledge ofnumber systems and codes in problem solving related to

code conversion and number system.

Leam the simplification of logical statements with kamaugh maps.

Leam and understand the basic concepts of combinational logic devices and

apply the concepts in designing them.

Leam the working principles ofdecoder, encoder.

Leam and understand the fundamentals ofsequential logic devices and apply the

concepts in designing them.

Apply and design the logical devices by using all these concepts along with
implementation knowledge of hardware and peripheral design.

SHU32IB TRANSFORM AND LINEAR ALGEBRA



IV To familiarize the students with basic concepts ofprobability and conditional probability.
To study continuous and discrete probability distributions.

Ztransform:

Definition, Region of Convergence, Properties of Z-transform, Inverse Z-transform: Partial

fraction method, Residue method; Convolution Theorem, Application to solution ofdifference

equations with constant coefficients.

Vector spaces:

Vector spaces and subspaces, null spaces, column spaces and linear transformations,

Linear dependence and independence, bases, coordinate systems, dimensions ofvector

space.

Orthogonality and least squares:

Inner product, lenglh and orthogonality. orthogonal sets, orthogonal projections, Gram-schmidt

process, least square problems, inner product spaces.

Random variables and Probability Distributions :

Basic concepts of probability and its properties; Conditional probability and independent

events; Random variables, discrete and continuous random variables, distribution functions,

Mean and variance of Binomial, Poisson and Normal distributions.

Text Books

I . A text book of Engineering Mathematics, N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal.Laxmi
Publications, Reprint,20 I 0.

2. Higher Engineering Mathematics. B.S. Crewal, Khanna Publishers.44fr edition, 2020.
3. Engineering Mathematics (for semester lll).Veerarajan T., Tata McGraw-Hill, New

Delhi.20l0.

Reference Books

l. Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Erwin Kreyszig, 9th Edition, John Wiley & Sons,
2006.

2. Introduction to [,robability Theory,P. G. Hoel, S. C. Port and C. J. Stone, Universal
Book Stall, 2003(Reprint).

3. A First Course in Probabilitv, S. Ross. 6th Ed., Pearson Education lndia"2O\2.
4. An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications,W. Feller, Vol. l. 3rd Ed.,

Wiley, 1968.

Course Outcomes

After successful completion ofthe course the students will be able to

SHU32l B.l Use the concept of probability and random variables and various discrete and
continuous probability distributions in practical problems.

SHU32l 8.2 Apply the tool of transform in solving engineering problems.
SHU32l B.3 Analyze the problems related ro engineering with the knowledge of linear

algebra.

1

.ltql.gr



SHU322B DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND TRANSFORM

Teaching Scheme: 03Th+ 0lTut : 04 Total
Evaluation Scheme: 30MSE+60ESE+l0TA
Duration of ESE: 2Hrs.30min

Course Objectives

L To study about the mathematical tool like z-transform and its properties.
II. To introduce the concept oflinear algebra which is important in computer software.
III. To introduce the concept oforthogonality and inner product.
IV. To familiarize the students with basic concepts of probability and conditional

probability.
V. To study continuous and discrete probability distributions.

Ordinary differential equations of higher orders :

Linear differential equation with constant coefficient, complementary function, particular

integral, complete solution; method of variation of parameters.

Integral Calculus :

Beta and Gamma functions and their properties; Evaluation of double inte$als (Cartesian &

polar),change of order of integrction.

Z-transform:

Definition, Region of Convergence, Properties of Z-transform, lnverse Z-transform: Partial

fraction method,Residue method;Convolution Theorem, Application to solution of difference

equations with constant coeffi cients.

Vector spaces:

Vector spaces and subspaces, null spaces, column spaces and linear transformations,

Linear dependence and independence, bases, coordinate systems, dimensions ofvector

space.

Random variables and Probability Distributions:

Basic concepts of probability and its properties; Conditional probability and independent

events; Random variables, discrete and continuous random variables, distribution functions,

Binomial. Poisson and Normal distributions.

Credits:04
Total Marks: 100

V



Text Books

l. A text book of Engineering Mathematics, N.P. Bali and Manish Goyal,Laxmi
Publications, Reprint,20 I 0.

2. Higher Engineering Mathematics,B.S. Grewal, Khanna Publishers,44th edition, 2020.
3. Engineering Mathematics (for semester lll),Veerarajan T., Tata Mccraw.Hill, New

Delhi,20l0.

Reference Books

l. Advanced Engineering Mathematics,Erwin Kreyszig, 9'h Edition, John Wiley & Sons,
2006.

2. Introduction to Probability Theory.P. G. Hoel, S. C. Port and C. J. Stone, Universal
Book Stall, 2003(Reprint).

3. A First Course in Probabilig', S. Ross,6th Ed., Pearson Education lndia,2002.
4. An Introduction to hobability Theory and its Applications,W. Feller, Vol. l, 3rd Ed.,

Wiley,1968.

Course Outcomes

After successful completion ofthe course the students will be able to
SHU322 B.l Use the concept of probability and random variables and various discrete and

continuous probability distributions in practical problems.
SHU322 B.2 Apply the tool of transform in solving engineering problems.
SHU322 8.3 Analyze the problems related to engineering with the knowledge of linear

algebra.

SHU323INTRODUCTION TO CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

Teaching Scheme: lL
Evaluation scheme: 30 ESE +20TA
Duration of ESE: lHrs.30min

Credit:00
Total Marks:50

Course Objectives

l. To acquaint students about constitution of Indiq Fundamental rights, fundamental duties,
electoral process and role ofcentral. state and local government and its administration.

lntroduction to Constitution of India

Salient features of the constitution of lndia, Preamble ofthe constitution, fundamental rights

and fundamental duties, Directive Principles of state Policy and relevance of directive

principles. Parliamentary Form of Govemment in India- President vice-presiden! prime

Minister along with council of Minister,Parliament,supreme court,Electoral process in

lndia.Amendment Procedure.

State executivesGovemor, chief minister. state legislature. high courts ofstate.
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Role and functions of local self govemment- Municipalities in India, with special reference to

73'd amendment. Panchayat Raj in India with special reference to 74s amendment.

Reference Books
I . An Introduction to Constitution of India, M.V.Pylee, Vikas Publishing,2002
2. Constitution of India, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Govemment of India Publication
3. Latest Publications of Indian Institute of Human Rights, New Delhi

SHU324 EFFECTIVE TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Teaching Scheme: 3 Th
Evaluation scheme: 30MSE+l 0TA+60ESE
ESE Duration: 2Hr30 Min.

Credit: 03

Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives
I. To understand the basics ofTechnical writing and editing
II. To understand and analyse the self-development

Communication

Oral;presentation,

and Technical Writing- Public

Interviews, Graphic presentation,

speaking. Group

Presentation aids,

discussion.

Personality

V

Course outcomes

On the successful completion of this course, Students shall be able to

SHU322.I Understand and remember the knowledge of basic information about Indian
Constitution.

5HU322.2 Apply the knowledge of fundamental rights and fundamental duties.

Inforrnation Design and Development- Different kinds of technical documents,lnformation

development life cycle. Organization structures, factors affecting informationand document

design, Strategies for organization, Inlormation design and writing for printand for online

media.

Technical Writing, Grammar and Editing- Technical writing process, forms ofdiscourse,

Writing drafts and revising, Collaborative writing, creating indexes, technicalwriting style and

language. Basics of grammar, study of advanced grammar, editing strategiesto achieve

appropriate technical style. Introduction to advanced technical communication,Usability.

Hunan factors, Managing technical communication projects, time estimation,Single sourcing.

Localization.

Self-Development and Assessment- Self assessment, Awareness, Perception andAttitudes.

Values and belief, Personal goal setting, career planning, Self-esteem.ManagingTime; Personal

memory, Rapid reading, Taking notes; Complex problem solving; Creativity



Development.Writing reports, project proposals, brochures, newsletters. technical articles,

manuals, officialnotes, business letters, memos, progress reports, minutes of meetings, event

report.

Ethics- Business ethics, Etiquettes in social and office settings. Email etiquettes,Telephone

Etiquettes, Engineering ethics. Managing time, Role and responsibility ofengineer, Work

culture in jobs. Personal memory, Rapid reading, Taking notes, Complexproblem solving,

Creativity.

Text Books

l. David F. Beer and David McMurrey, Guide to writing as an Engineer, John Willey.

NewnYork. 2004

2. Diane Hacker, Pocket Style Manual, Bedford Publication. New York, 2003.

(rsBN03 r2406843)

Course outcomes

On the successful completion ofthis course, Students shall be able to-

sHU324.l Understand how critically analyse data from research and incorporate it into
assigned technical writing or documents clearly, concisely, logically with effective
style and grammar in prdcised form.
Exhibit integrates sense of ethical values and personal accountability to form
realistic development plans to achieve identified goals with creative analysis of
self assessment and awareness.

Manifest gained self confidence, skill of verbal communication along with form
ethical values not only to meet the demand of professional world as a coherent
whole but to present their prowess/ employability skills in various workplaces
eflectively in global world as well.

sHU324.2

sHU324.3
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ITU324 DATA STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHMS LAB

Teaching Scheme : 02 P Total 02
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA+25ESE
Duration of ESE : 3Hrs.

Credit :01
Total Marks: 50

Course Objectives
I. Have a good understanding ofhow several fundamental algorithm works, particularly

those concem with searching and sorting.
II. Have a good understanding of fundamental data structures used in computer science.
III. Be able to analyze space and time efficiency of most algorithms.
IV. To be able to design new algorithms or modify existing one for new applications

Suggested List of Experiments/Assignments but not limited to the given list of experiments:

Students have to perform Minimum l0 practical's, One mini project (Simulation)

I . lmplementation of Linear Search and Binary Search and its Applications

2. Implementation of Stack and its Applications

3. Implementation of Queue/Circular Queue/Priority Queue and its Applications

4. Implementation of Singly Linked List and its Applications

5. Implementation of Doubly Linked List and its Applications

6. lmplementalion of Binary Tree/Binary Search Tree/Tree traversal techniques and its

Applications

7. Implement Sorting algorithm and their applications

8. Implement Graph/Graph Traversal and their applications

9. Write following applications using custom designed data structures.

o Simulate an air traffic controller.

o Creale the game of maze.

o Write a program to generate and solve Sudoku problems.

o Implement an editor.

Web References

I . http://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms

2. http: I /www.geeksforgeeks.org/data-structures/

3. http://www.studytonight.com/data-structures/

4. http://www.coursera.org/specializations/data-structures-algorithms
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ITU325 DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN LAB

Teaching Scheme: 02 P
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA + 25 ESE
Duration of ESE: 3Hrs.

Total 02 Credit:01
Total Marks: 50

Course Objectives

I. Students will leam and understand the Basics of digital electronics.

II. Student will learn to design basic logic circuits, combinational and sequential circuits.

m. To test/verifr the functionalit_v of the logic circuits.

List of Experiments:

;ttudIL

Course Outcomes

At the end ofthe course, a student will be able to

ITU 324.1 Interpret and compute asymptotic notations to describe work done by an algorithm

and relate to the consumption ofresources (time/space).

ITIU 324.2 Exemplify and implement how abstract data types such as stack, queue and linked

list can be implemented to manage the memory using static and dynamic allocations.

ITU 324.3 Apply various data structures trees(Binary tree, Binary Search trees), graphs to solve

programming challenges

ITU 324.4 Develop and compare the comparison-based search algorithms and sorting

algorithms.

1 . Implementation of Boolean function using Gates.

2. Code converters:
. Binary to gray
. Gray to binary Excess - 3 code to BCD
. BCD to Excess - 3 code.

3. Design of -
. Half adder, full adder.
. Design of half subtract or, full subtract or.
. K-map examples implementation
. Quine-Mc'clusky examples implementation.

4. Design of:
. 3 bit odd Parity Checker
. 4 bit odd Parity Checker
. 3 bit even Parity Checker

)



. 4 bit even Parity Checker

5. Implementation of Multiplexer and Demultiplexer

6. BCD adder using 4 bit adder IC.

7. Study offlip flops-
. RS flip-flop
. D flip-flop
. T flip-flop
. J-K flip-flop

8. Design of Synchronous Counter.
. Design of up / down counters.
. Design of Sequence generator.
. Design of Ring counter.
. Design of Johnson Counter

9. Study practicals on VHDL programming.

Course Outcomes

The students will be able to:

ITU 325.t
rru 325.2

rru 325.3

tru 325.4

Distinguish between analog and digital systems.

Identift the various digital ICs and understand their operation.

Apply Boolean laws and K-map to simpliff the digital circuits.

Understand the function of elementary digital circuits under real and simulated

environment.

Prepare a report on basics of digital electronics and handling of ICs.IT[J 325.5

ITU326 OBJECT ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY LAB

Teaching Scheme : 02 L + 00T+04P Totat 06 Credits : 04

Evaluation Scheme: 50 ICA+ 50 ESE Total Marks: 100

Duration of ESE: 03Hrs.

Course Objectives

l. Gain knowledge about basic language syntax and semantics to write programs

II. Understand the fundamentals of object-oriented programming in C]-t, Java including

defining classes, objects, invoking methods.

IIL Undersiand the principles of inheritance, polymorphism, friend function , virtual function.

lV. Understand the principles of file handling, exception handling.
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Object Oriented Programming: Design Principles: Objects, classes, Messages and methods,

Implementation of Object-oriented Programming,

Object oriented programming with Java./C++: Program structure, Object and class declarations,

constructors, inheritance, polymorphism. access specification. interfaces. packages, Friend

Function, Friend Class, Virtual Functions, Virtual Class , exception handling, I/O. GUI

development, threads and multithreads, Socket Programming, Collection, STL.

The sample list of programs is given below. This list can be used as guideline for problem
statements but the scope ofthe laboratory should not be limited to the same.

Experiment I

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Experiment 5

Experiment 6

Experiment 7

Experiment 8

Experiment 9

Experiment l0
Experiment I I

Experiment l2

Experiment l3

Experiment 14

Implementation of Array, string and structure

Implementation of Class Objects, Constructor, destructor, constructor overloading

Implementation of Multiple and multilevel inheritance with function overriding.

Implementation of Virtual base class and Virnral function

Implementation ofstatic variable and static function.

Implementation of friend function and friend class.

Implementation of function over loading and operator overloading.

Implementation of dynamic memory allocation using New and delete operators

Implementation of Virtual function and pure virtual function

Implementation of exception handling.

Implementation ofjava packages.

Implementation of Graphics and color classes.

Implementation of Applets.

Implementation of GUI

Experiment 15 Implement a mini project based on above experiments.

Course Outcomes

At the end of the course, the student will be able to

ITU 326.1 To identifu classes, objects, members ofa class and relationships among them needed
for a specific problem.

lru 326.2 To write application programs using ooP principles and proper program structuring.
ITU 326.3 To demonstrate the concepts of polymorphism and inheritance.
ITU 326.4 To implement concept of I/O,GUI. exception handling.
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ITU 326.5 To demonstrate concept ofsocket programming.

Teaching Scheme : 03 L+ 01 T Total 04
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE+10 TA+ 60 ESE
Duration of ESE : 2Hrs.30min

Credits :04
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives
I. Introduce students to the techniques. algorithms, and reasoning processes involved in the

study of discrete mathematical structures.
II. lntroduce students to set theory. inductive reasoning. elementary and advanced counting

techniques, equivalence relations, recurrence relations, graphs. and trees.
III. Express a logic sentence in terms of predicates, quantifiers, and logical connectives.
IV. Apply rules of inference, tests for validity, and methods of proof including direct and

indirect proof forms, proof by contradiction, proof by cases, and mathematical induction and
write proofs using symbolic logic and Boolean Algebra.

V. Determine if a given graph is simple or a multigraph, directed or undirected, cyclic or
acyclic, and determine the connectivity ofa graph.

Set Theory , Logic and Proofs : Propositions, Conditional Propositions, Logical Connectivity,

Propositional calculus, First order logic, Proofs: Proof Techniques, Mathematical Induction. Set,

Combination of sets, Principle of inclusion and exclusion , strong Induction .

Relations, Functions, Recurrence Relations: Definitions, Properties of Binary Relations,

Equivalence Relations and partitions, Partial ordering relations and lattices, Chains and Anti

chains. l'heorem on chain, Recurrence relations. Functions: Definition, Domain, Range, Image,

etc. Types of flunctions: Surjection, Injection, Bijection, Inverse, Identity, Composition of
Functions-

Number Theory: Basics of Modulo Arithmetic, Basic Prime Number Theory, GCD, LCM,

Divisibility, Euctid's algorithm, Factorization, Chinese Remainder Theorem Fields: Naturals,

lntegers. Rationals, Reals, Complex Numbers Properties ofoperations: associative, commutative,

distributive. identity, inverse .

Counting Basic Counting Techniques (sum, product, subtraction, division, exponent):

Pigeonhole and Generalized Pigeonhole Principle with many examples, Permutations and

Combinations and numerical problems,ldentity and Triangle, Generating Permutations and

Combinations

oraphs & Trees Basic terminolory:multi graphs and weighted graphs, paths and circuils.

shortest path Problems, Euler and Hamiltonian paths and circuits, factors of a graph, planar

graph, independent sets, graph coloring. Trees, rooted trees. path length in rooted trees, binary

J,
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search trees, spanning trees and cut set. theorems on spanning trees, cut sets , circuits. minimal
spanning trees, Kruskal's and Prim's algorithms lor minimal spanning tree.

Algebraic Systems: Algebraic Systems, Groups,
Permutation Groups, Codes and Group codes

Homomorphism and Normal Subgroups, Ring, Field.

Semi Groups, Monoids, Subgroups,

Isomorphism and Automorphisms,

Text Books

1. C. L. LIU, "Elements of Discrete Mathematics", 2nd Edition, Tata McGraw-Hill 2002,

ISBN:0-07- 043476-X.

2. G. Shanker Rao, "Discrete Mathematical Structures", Neu. Age Intemational, 2002, ISBN:

81-224- 1424-9 Reference Books:

3. Lipschutz, Lipson, Discrete Mathematics, 2nd Edition, Tata McGraw-Hill, 1999, ISBN 0-

07- 463710--X.

4. V. K. Balakrishnan, Graph Theory, TMH (Recommended for Graph), ISBN 0-07-058718-3

5. B. Kolman, R. Busby and S. Ross, "Discrete Mathematical Structures".4th Edition, Pearson

Education, 2002, ISBN 8 I -7808-556-9

6. J. Tremblay, R. Manohar, "Discrete Mathematical Structures with application to Computer

Science", McGraw-Hill, 2002 ISBN 0-07 -065142-6 (Recommended for prepositional

Calculus).

7. Kenneth H. Rosen: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications, 5th Edition, Tata McGraw-

Hill, 2003, ISBN 0-07-053047-5.

Course Outcomes

Students will be able to:

ITU 421.1 Explain basic terminology, formal logic, proofs, sets, relations, functions. recursion

ITU 421.2 Use formal logic proof and logical reasoning to solve problems

ITU 421.3 Relate the ideas of mathematical induction to recursion and recursively defined
structures

ITU 421.4 Solve problems based on graphs, trees and related algorithms

ITU 421.5 Relate, interpret and apply the concepts to various areas of computer science
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ITU422 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
'Ieaching Scheme : 03 L Total 03
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE +10 TA+ 60 ESE
l)uration of ESE: 2Hrs.30min

Credits : 03
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives

I. Analyze database requirements and determine the entities involved in the system and their

relationship to one another.

Il. Design ER-models to represent simple database application scenarios

IIl. Devise queries using Relational Algebra, Relational Calculus and SQL

IV. To be familiar with basic database storage structures

V. Develop an understanding of essential DBMS concepts such as: database integrity,

concurrency

Database system architecture: Introduction to database management system, Data Abstraction,

Data Independence. Data Definition Language (DDL), Data Manipulation Language (DML).

Data models: Entity-relationship model, network model, relational and object oriented data

models, integrity constraints, data manipulation operations.

Relational query languages: Relational algebr4 tuple and domain rclational calculus, SQL and

QBE.

Relational database design: Domain and data dependency, Armstrong's axioms, Normal forms

( lNF,2NF,3NF), Dependency preservation, Lossless design.

Query processing and optimization: Forms of a basic SQL query Evaluation of relational

algebra expressions, Query equivalence, Join strategies.

Storege structures: Indices, B-trees, hashing.

Transaction processing: Concurrency control, ACID property, Serializability of scheduling,

Locking and timestamp based schedulers, Multi-version and optimistic Concurrency Control

schemes" Database recovery.

Text books

"Database System Concepts",5th Edition by Abraham Silberschatz, Henry F. Korth, S

Sudarshan, McGraw-Hill.
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2. "Fundamentals of Database Systems", 5th Edition by R. Elmasri and S. Navathe, Pearson

Education

Reference books

l. "Principles of Database and Knowledge - Base Systems", Vol I by J. D. Ullman, Computer

Science Press.

2. "Database Management Systems", Raghu Ramakrishnan, Mcgraw-Hill Education

3. "Fundamentals of Database Systems", By: Elmasri and Navathe, 4th Edition Practical

PostgreSQl O'REILLY

Useful link:

https://nptel.ac.in/courseVl 061 05 1 75l, IIT Kharagpur

https://nptel.ac.in/courseV I 06 1 06093/, IIT Madras

https://nptel.ac.in/content/storage2/courses/106106095/pdf/ I _lntroduction.pdf

Course outcomes

tTU.+22.1 Design E-R Model for given requirements and convert the same into database

tables and normalization.

Create databases in an RDBMS and enforce data integrity constraints using SQL.
Solve real world problems using appropriale set, function. and relational models.

Understand the principles of storage structure and recovery management.

For a given transaction-processing system, determine the transaction atomicity.
consistency, isolation, and durability.
Implement the isolation property, including locking, time stamping based on
concurrency control and Serializability of scheduling

tTU422.6

ITU 423 OPERATING SYSTEM

tTU422.2
tTU422.3
tTU422.4

|TU422.5

Teaching Scheme:03 L+00T Total:03
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE+I0 TA+ 60 ESE
Duration of ESE: 2hrs.30min.

Credits:03
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives
I. To leam the mechanisms of OS to handle processes and threads and their communication.

Perform operations on processes and threads.
II. To leam the mechanisms involved in memory management in contemporary OS.
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Ill. To gain knowledge on distributed operating system concepts that includes Mutual
exclusion algorithms, deadlock detection algorithms and agreement protocols.

IV. To know the components and management aspects offile management.

V. To leam to implement simple OS mechanisms.

Introduction: Concept of Operating Systems, Generations of Operating systems, Types of

Operating Systems, OS Services, System Calls, Structure of an OS-Layered, Monolithic,

Microkemel Operating Systems, Concept of Virtual Machine. Case study on UNIX and

WINDOWS Operating System.

Processes: Definition, Process Relationship, Different states of a Process, Process State

transitions, Process Control Block (PCB), Context switching Thread: Definition, Various states,

Benefits of threads, Types of threads, Concept of multithreads, Process Scheduling: Foundation

and Scheduling objectives, Types of Schedulers, Scheduling criteria: CPU utilization,

Throughput, Tumaround Time, Waiting Time, Response Time; Scheduling algorithms: Pre-

emptive and Non pre-emptive, FCFS, SJF, RR; Multiprocessor scheduling: Real Time

scheduling: RM and EDF.

Inter-process Communication: Critical Section, Race Conditions, Mutual Exclusion, Hardware

Solution, Strict Altemation, Peterson's Solution, The Producer\ Consumer Problem, Semaphores,

Event Counters. Monitors, Message Passing, Classical IPC Problems: Reader's & Writer

Problem. Dinning Philosopher Problem etc.

Deadlocks: Definition, Necessary and suffrcient conditions for Deadlock, Deadlock Prevention,

Deadlock Avoidance: Banker's algorithm, Deadlock detection and Recovery.

Memory Management: Basic concept, Logical and Physical address map, Memory allocation:

Contiguous Memory allocation - Fixed and variable partition-lntemal and Extemal

liagmentation and Compaction; Paging: Principle of operation - Page allocation - Hardware

support for paging, Protection and sharing, Disadvantages of paging. Virtual Memory: Basics of

Virtual Memory - Hardware and control structures - Locality of reference, Page fault , Working

Set , Dirty page/Dirty bit - Demand paging, Page Replacement algorithms: Optimal, First in

First Out (FIFO), Second Chance (SC), Not recently used (NRU) and Least Recently used

(LRU).

I/O Hardware: I/O devices, Device controllers, Direct memory access, Disk structure, Disk

scheduling algorithms File Management: Concept of File. Access methods, File types, File

\*



operation, Directory structure, File System structure, Allocation methods (contiguous, linked,

indexed), Disk Management: Disk structure, Disk scheduling - FCFS, SSTF, SCAN, C-SCAN.

Text books

1. Operating System Concepts Essentials, 9th Edition by Avi Silberschatz, Peter Galvin, Greg

Gagne, Wiley Asia Student Edition.

2. Operating Systems: Intemals and Design Principles, 5th Edition, William Stallings,

Prentice Hall of India.

Reference books

1. Operating System: A Design-oriented Approach, lst Edition by Charles Crowley. Irwin

Publishing.

2. Operating Systems: A Modem Perspective, 2nd Edition by Gary J. Nutt, AddisonWesley.

3. Design of the Unix Operating Systems, 8th Edition by Maurice Bach, Prentice-Hall of

India.

4. Understanding the Linux Kemel, 3rd Edition, Daniel P. Bovet, Marco Cesati, O'Reilly

and Associates.

Course Outcomes

rTU 423.1

tru 423.2

tTU 423.3

tTU 423.4

tTU 423.5

Create processes and threads.

Develop algorithms for process scheduling for a given specification of CPtl

utilization, Throughput, Tumaround Time. Waiting Time, Response Time.

For a given specification of memory organization develop the techniques for

optimally allocating memory to processes by increasing memory utilization and

lor improving the access time.

Simulate file management system.

For a given I/O devices and OS (specify) develop the I/O management functions

in OS as part of a uniform device abstraction by performing operations for

synchronization between CPU and I/O controllers.

ITU424 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Teaching Scheme : 03 L Total: 03
Evaluation Scheme: 30 MSE +10 TA+ 60 ESE
Duration of ESE : 2Hrs.30min

Credits : 03
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives

\_ *.J"
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I Analyze the asymptotic performance of algorithms
II Write rigorous correctness proofs for algorithms.
III Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.
IV Apply important algorithmic design paradigms and methods of analysis.
V Synthesize efficient algorithms in common engineering design situations.
Introduction: Characteristics of algorithm. Analysis of algorithm: Asymptotic analysis of

complexity bounds - best, average and worst-case behavior; Performance measurements of

Algorithm, Time and space trade-offs, Analysis of recursive algorithms through recurrence

relations: Substitution method, Recursion tree method and Masters' tleorem.

Divide and Conquer Technique

General Method, Revision and analysis of merge sort, quick sort and binary search, counting

inversions, Finding closest pair of points, Integer multiplication.

Greedy Method

Elements of greedy technique, Activity selection problem, Fractional Knapsack Problem, Job

Sequencing problem, Huffman Coding, Finding Single Source Shortest path in graph:

Dijkstra's Algorithm, Revision and analysis of minimum spanning tree algorithms.

Dynamic Programming

Elements of Dynamic Programming, Principles of Dynamic programming- memorization or

iteration over sub problems, Assembly line scheduling, Matrix chain multiplication, Longest

common subsequence, All pair shortest path algorithm- Floyd-Warshall's Algorithm..

NP-Completeness

Matching , Introduction to NP-Complete , Search/Decision, SAT, Independent Set, 3VC

,Exact Cover, Multi Set, Subset Sum & Partition, Hamiltonian Circuit.

Approximation Algorithms

The vertex-cover problem, The set-covering problem, The subset sum problem.

Text Books

1 T. H. Cormen, C. E. Leiserson, R. L.Rivest and C. Stein, "lntroduction to Algorithms",

MIT Press/McGraw Hill. Second Edition.

2 Jon Kleinberg, Eva Tardos, "Algorithm Design", Pearson, Addison Wesley

Reference books

1 V. Aho, J. E Hopecroft and J.D. Ullman, The design and analysis of algorithm, Addision-

Wesley, 1974



Course Outcomes

tru 424.1

tru 124.2

tTU 424.3

tTU 424.4

tTU 424.5

Teaching Scheme:
Evaluation Scheme:
Duration of ESE:

03 L +00T Total: 03
30 MSE +10 TA+ 60 ESE
02 Hrs. 30 min

For a given algorithms analyze worst-case running times of algorithms based on
asymptotic analysis and justil) the correctness of algorithms.
Describe the greedy paradigm and explain when an algorithmic design situation calls
for it. For a given problem develop the greedy algorithms.
Describe the divide-and-conquer paradigm and explain when an algorithmic design
situation calls for it. Synthesize divide-and-conquer algorithms. Derive and solve
recurrence relation.
Describe the dynamic-programming paradigm and explain when an algorithmic
design situation calls for it. For a given problems of dynamic-programming and
develop the dynamic programming algorithms, and analyze it to determine its
computational complexity.
Student will develop ability to identiff weather given problem is NP-Complete or
not" and develop efficient algorithm that gives good solution.

Credits : 03
Total Marks: 100

Course Objectives

To expose the students to the following:

I. To familiarize students with the principles of business management and organizational

behaviour in general.

II. To understand individual and group actions in the workplace in particular in order to

increase an organization's effectiveness.

III. The course will use Indian and global organizational perspectives, strategies and range ol
other case studies and examples to have a global view ofthe subject.

IV. To imbibe a correct sense oforganization and roles to be played during career.

V. To inculcate a sense of cognitive and behavioral understanding of the world as a workplace.

Meaning and concept of organizational behaviour: Theories ol the Organization; Personality:

meaning, factors affecting personality, Big five model of personality; Leaming: concept and

theories of leaming (Classical conditioning, operant conditioning and social leaming theory),

*&
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Text Books

l. Robbins, Stephen P and Judge T.A. (2013). Organisational Behaviour,l5th Edition, Pearson.

2. Stephen, P. Robbins and Mary, Coulter (2010). Management,gs Edition, Pearson

3. Kaul, Vijay Kumar (2012). Business Organisation and Management - Text and Cases

Pearson

4. Singh, Kavita. Organisational Behaviour,3rd Edition,Vikas Publication.

Reference Books

1. De Cenzo, D.A. and Robbins.(2Ol0). Fundamentals of Human Resource Management (lOth

Edition). New York: John Wiley and Sons

2. ArunMonappa and Miza S Saiyadain ( 1999).Personnel Management (2 nd Edition). New

Delhi: Tata McGraw-Hill publishing Company Limited

Course Outcomes

ITU 425.1 Understand the dynamics of organizational behaviour, and explain management

roles with a comprehensive view of organizational behaviour.

-.1u)* *e-

concept of reinforcement; Perception: concept, factors affecting perception, process of

perception, perceptual errors.

Motivation: Concept, importance, Content theories; Maslows Need Theory, Alderfers ERG

theory (Existence, Relatedness and Growth), McCllelands Theory of Needs, Herzbergs Dual-

Factor Theory and Process theories; Adams Equity Theory, Vrooms Expectancy Theory

Leadership: Concept, Theories (Trait, Behavioural, Contingency, Charismatic, Transactional

and Transformational Leadership; Emotional Intelligence: Concept, Importance, Dimensions.

Teams and Groups: Definition, Team Structure and Effectiveness, Stages of Team/Group

Development, Team,/Group Cohesiveness;Goal-Setting, Beyond Self-lnterest, Analysis of

Interpersonal Relationship: Transactional Analysis, Conflict: Concept, Sources, Types, Stages of

Con{lict, Management of ConIlict.

Organizational Power: Sources of Power and Dysfunctional uses of Power; Organizational

Change: Concept, Resistance to change, Managing resistance to change, Kurt Lewin Theory of

Change; Organizational Development (OD): Meaning and types of OD Interventions.



tTU 425.2

tTU 425.3

ITU 425.4

Knowing the specific aspects ofcontemporary organizational behavior.

Gain an appreciation of the different approaches to organizational structures.

Understand personalitv, leaming and emotional function at work along with team

formation and working.

Comprehending the concept of motivation, leadership, power and conflict and

team building.

Understand the fundamentals of group actions and the organizational change and

growth process.

SHU 422 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

I1'1J 425.5

tTu 425.6

Teaching Scheme: I Th
Evaluation scheme: 20TA+30ESE
ESE Duration: 1Hr30 Min.

Credit:00
Total Marks: 50

Course objectives
The objectives ofoffering this course are to-
I. Be aware ofvarious environmental factors and there preservation.

II. Teach them how to protect Environment and natural resources.

III. How to make equitable use of energy resources.

The Multidisciplinary Nature of Environmental Studies: Definition, scope and importance,

Need for public awareness.

Social issues and Environment: From Unsustainable to sustainable development, urban

problems related to energy, Water conservalion, rainwater harvesting, and watershed

management Resettlement and rehabilitation of people, problems.

Environmental ethics: Issues and possible solution, Climate change. global warming, acid rain.

ozone layer depletion, nuclear accidents and holocaust, Wasteland reclamation. Consumerism

and Waste products, Environment protection act, Air (prevention & control) act, Water

(prevention and control) act, Wildlife protection act, Forest conservation act, Issues involved in

enforcement of environmental legislation.

Human population and environment: Environment and human health, Human rights, Role of
Information Technology in Environment and human health, Public awareness.

Natural Recourses: Conventional energy resources: definition. classification, composition,

energy content types: coal. petroleum, natural gases, hydrogeothermal, nuclear. environmental

I
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implication of energy uses. Non conventional energy resources: solar energy, wind energy, tidal

energy, geothermal energy, hydropowers and biogas.

Ecosystem and Biodiversity: Concept of ecosystem, Structure and function of ecosystem,

Producer, consumer, decomposers. Energy flow in the ecosystem. Ecological succession. Food

chains, food webs and ecological pyramids. Introduction, types, characteristic features, structure

and function of following ecosystem: Forest ecosystem, Grass land ecosystem, Desert ecosystem

Aquatic ecosystem (Rivers and ocean).

Introduction- definition: genetics, species and ecosystem, diversity.

Biogeographically classification of India. Conservation of biodiversity- In-situ and Ex-situ

conservation of Biodiversity. Threats to biodiversity: habitat loss, poaching of wildlife, man

wildlife conflicts. Endangered and endemic species of India. Value of biodiversity: consumptive

use, productive use, social, ethical, aesthetic and option values. Biodiversity at global, national

and local level. India as mega diversity nation. Hot spot of biodiversity.

Environmental Pollution: Definition, Causes, effects and control measures of Air pollution,

Water pollution, Soil pollution, Noise pollution, Thermal pollution, Nuclear hazards, Solid

waste, Management. Causes effects and control measures, Role of individual in prevention of

pollution, Hazardous waste management, Biomedical waste management, Disaster management:

floods. earthquake, cyclone and landslides.

Recommended Books
I . 'fhe Biodiversity of India, BharuchaErach ,Marin Publishing Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad

2. Brunner R.C., l989,Hazardous Waste Incineration, McGraw Hill Inc.

3. Marine pollution, Clark R.S., Clanderson Press Oxford (TB)

4. Environmental Chemistry, De A.K. Wiley Estemlmt.

5. Environmental Chemistry, Sharma B.K., 2001 Goel Publ., House, Meerat.

6. Environmental Management, Wagner K.D., 1998, W.B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, USA

7. Environmental Studies, Benny Joseph, 1st edition,2005,TataMcgraw-Hill Publ.

Course outcomes

After studying the course, the students will be able to

SHU 422.1 Convey the Environmental awareness among peoples.

SHU 422.2 Apply Conservation of various natural resources and environmental factors.

SHll 422.3 Aware about social and environmental issues.
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ITU426 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LAB

Teaching Scheme : 02 P Total 02
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA+25ESE
Duration of ESE : 3Hrs.

Credit :01
Total Marks: 50

Course Objectives

I. Develop the logical design of the database using data modeling concepts such as entity-
relationship diagrams.

Il. Be able to understandbasic database concepts. applications. data models, schemas and
instances.

III. To demonstrate the use of constraints and utilize a wide range of features available in a
DBMS package.

IV. Manipulate a database using SQL.

Suggested List of Experiments but not limited to the given list of experiments:

Students have to perform minimum 10 practical's, which should include one mini project.

1. Student should decide on a case study and formulate the problem statement.

2. Conceptual designing using ER diagrams (identifying entities, attributes. keys and

relationships between entities, cardinalities, generalization. specialization etc.

3. To execute and verifo the data definition language commands

1. create

2. alter

3. drop

4. truncate

5. comment

6. rename

4. Create table employee(empno number(4) primary key, ename varchar2(10), job

varchar2(6), sal numbe(5).deptno number(7));operate following queries on employee

table:

l) write a query to add a new column in to employee

2) write a query to add multiple columns in to employee

t
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5. To execute and verifu the dml and tcl language commands dml (data manipulation

language)

1. select

2. insert

3. delete

4. update

6. Normalization -to remove the redundancies and anomalies in the above relational tables,

normalize up to third normal form.

7. To execute and veriff the dcl language commands tcl (transaction control language)

1. commit

2. roll back

3. Savepoint

8. To execute and verifu the sql commands for nested queries.

9. To execute and verifu the sql commands using join queries.

10. To execute and verifi the sql commands for views.

11. To write a pVsql block using different control (if, if else, for loop, while loop.)

statements.

12. Mini Project

Course Outcomes

At the end of the course the students are able to:

|fu426.1
|TU126.2

lTU426.3

tru426.4

1TU426.5

Apply the basic concepts of Database Systems and Applications.
Use the basics of SQL and construct queries using SQL in database creation and

interaction.
Design a commercial relational database system (Oracle, MySQL) by writing SQL

using the system.
Demonstrate an understanding of normalization theory and apply such knowledge

to the normalization of a database.

Formulate, using SQL, solutions to a broad range of query and data update

problems.

I"IIJ427 OPERATING SYSTEM LAB
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Teaching Scheme : 02 P
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA +25 ESE
Duration of ESE: 3Hrs.

Tolal 02 Credits : 0l
Total Nlarks: 50

Course 0bjectives

I. To familiarize the students with the Operating System.
II. To demonstrate the process, memory, file and directory management issues under the

LINUX operating system.
IIL To introduce LINUX basic commands for operating system concepts.
IV. To make students how to make simple programs in LINUX and administrative task of

LINUX.

List of lixpcriments

1. Basic Concepts : Introduction to Linux Operating System , basic commands in Linux

and Writing shell scripts in Vi Editor.

2. Process Management:

i)Use ps to search for the init process by name.

ii) What is the process id of the init process?

iii) Use the who am i command to determine your terminal name.

iv) Using your terminal name from above, use ps to find all processes associated with

your terminal.

v) What is the process id of your shell?

vi) What is the parent process id ofyour shell ?

vii) Start two instances of the sleep 3342 in background.

viii) Locate the process id of all sleep commands.

ix)Display only those two sleep processes in top. Then quit top.

x)Use a standard kill to kill one ofthe sleep processes.

3. Process Priorities

i). Create a new directory and create six pipes in that directory.

ii). Bounce a character between two pipes.

iii). Use top and ps to display information (pid, ppid, priority, nice value, ...) about these

two cat processes.



iv). Bounce another character between two other pipes, but this time start the commands

nice. Veri! that all cat processes are battling for the cpu. (Feel free to fire up two more

cats with the remaining pipes).

V. Use ps to verift that the two new cat processes have a nice value. Use the -o and -C

options ol ps for this.

vi). Use renice te increase the nice value from 10 to 15. Notice the difference with the

usual commands.

4. Disk partitions

i). Use fdisk J to display existing partitions and sizes.

ii). Use df -h to display existing partitions and sizes.

iii). Compare the output of fdisk and df.

iv). Create a 200MB primary partition on a small disk.

v). Create a 400MB primary partition and two 300MB logical &ives on a big disk.

vi). Use df -h and fdisk J to veriff your work.

vii). Compare the output again of fdisk and df. Do both commands display the new

partitions?

viii). Create a backup with dd of the mbr that contains your 200MB primary partition.

ix). Take a backup of the partition table containing your 400M8 primary and 300MB

logical drives. Make sure the logical drives are in the backup'

x). Remove all your partitions with fdisk. Then restore your backups.

5. Logical Volume Management:

i). Create a volume group that contains a complete disk and a partition on another disk.

ii). Create two logical volumes (a small one and a bigger one) in this volume group.

Format them with ext3, mount them and copy some files to them.

6. File systems

i). List the file systems that are known by your system.

ii).Create an ext2 file system on the 200MB partition.

iii).Create an ext3 file system on one ofthe 300MB logical drives.

iv).Create an ext4 on the 400MB partition.

v).Set the reserved space for root on the ext3 file system to 0 percent'

vi).Verifu your work with fdisk and df.



vii).Perform a file system check on all the new file systems.

7. Scheduling

i). Schedule twojobs with at, display the at queue and remove ajob.

ii). As normal user, use crontab -e to schedule a script to run every four minutes.

iii). As root, display the crontab file of your normal user.

iv). As the normal user again, remove your crontab file.

v). Take a look at the cron files and directories in /etc and understand them. What is the

runparts command doing ?

8. Memory Management

i). Use dmesg to find the total amount of memory in your computer.

ii). Use free to display memory usage in kilobytes (then in megabytes).

iii). On a virtual machine, create a swap partition (you might need an extra virtual disk

for this).

iv). Add a 20 megabyte swap file to the system.

v). Put all swap spaces in /etc/fstab and activate them. Test with a reboot that they are

mounted.

vi). Use free to verifr usage ofcurrent swap.

Course outcomes

Upon the completion of Operating Systems Concepts practical course, the student will be able to:

tTU427.1
t tu427.2
tTU427.3

Apply basic commands in Linux for understanding OS concepts.
Recognize CPU Scheduling, synchronization. and deadlock.
Use Linux commands, and develop various system programs under Linux to
make use of OS concepts related to process synchronization, shared memory, file
systems.

ITU428 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OFALGORITHMS LAB
Teaching Scheme z 02P Total 02
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA +25 ESE
Duration of ESE: 3Hrs.

Credits : 0l
Total Marks: 50

Course Objectives

I. Analyze Algorithm depending upon its time complexity & Space complexity

r
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II

III.

ITU 428.1

tru 428.2

ITU 428.3

Study of various types of Algorithms :-

a. Greedy Algorithm,

b. Divide & conquer Algorithm,

c. Dynamic Programming.

Identifting the type of problems NP, NP hard

List of Experiments:-

l.Apply l-leap sort technique on a given set of elements.

2.Develop a simulator for a given set of elements using Merge sort technique / Selection

sorl technique .

3. Develop a simulator for a given set of elements using Quicksort technique .

;1. Check whether a graph is connected using Depth first Search technique.

5.lmplement 0/1 knapsack problem using greedy method.

6. Find shortest paths to other vertices using Dijkstra's algorithm.

7. A minimum cost spanning tree for a given undirected graph using Prim's algorithm or

Kruskal's algorithm.

8. Print all the nodes reachable from a given starting node in a digraph using Breadth first search

technique.

9. Develop a simulator for a pair shortest paths problem using Floyd's algorithm.

10. Design a simulator for n-Queens problem using backtracking technique.

Course outcomes:

Ability to write programs to solve problems using algorithm design techniques such

as Divide and Conquer.

Ability to write programs to solve problems using algorithm design techniques such

as Greedy.

Ability to write programs to solve problems using algorithm design techniques such

as Dynamic programming.
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ITU 429 PYTHON PROGRAMMING LAB

Teaching Scheme: 04 P
Evaluation Scheme: 25 ICA+ 25 ESE
Duration of ESE: 3 Hrs.

Total: 04 Credit: 02
Total Marks: 50

Course Objective

I Exposing students to free open source software, Python and to open source packages freely
available.

II Enabling students to leam many open source aspects of python and help them leam to
implement these to variety of problems including real-life problems and solution finding
process

III Introduce open source software paradigm to the students to review popular open source
software licenses, the structure of an open source project, establishing a collaborative team
and software creation and current open source world events.

IV Motivation to leam variety of programming languages to be able to compete with peers
around the world and participate in world programming events.

Introduction: Open Source definition, open source technology importance in a perspective of

Free and open Source Software (FOSS)

I: Introduction and syntax of Python programming

II: Python operators and Looping structures

III: Data Structures in Python

IV: Python Functions, Modules and Packages

V: Object Oriented Programming in Python

I. Experiment on basic control structures & loops.

a) Write a program for checking the given number is even or odd

Suggested List of Experiments/Assignments but not limited to the given list of experiments:

(Note: a. Experiments/assignments can be given to students by the instructor as per current

scenario of workability and availability ofthe technology with a flexibility of students' choice in

selecting the experiments from the given list. b. Experiments aim can be updated or modified or

scaled up as per the requirements of the lab sessions and can be chosen from the reference

websites.)



b) Using a for loop, write a program that prints the decimal equivalents of 1/2 , ll3, I 14,....... 1/l 0

c) Write a program for displaying reversal of a number.

d) Write a program for finding biggest number among 3 numbers.

e) Write a program using a while loop that asks the user for a number, and prints a countdown

from that number to zero.

lI. Experiment on operators & VO operations.

a) Write a program that takes 2 numbers as command line arguments and prints its sum.

b) Implement python script to show the usage of various operators available in p1'thon language.

c) Implement python script to read person's age from keyboard and display whether he is eligible

for voting or not.

d) Implement python script to check the given year is leap year or not.

lII. Experiment on Python Script.

a) Implement Python Script to generate first N natural numbers.

b) Implement Python Script to check given number is palindrome or not.

c) Implement Plthon script to print factorial ofa number.

d) Implement Python Script to print sum ofN natural numbers.

e) Implement Python Script to check given number is Armstrong or not.

IV. Experiment on Lists.

a) Finding the sum and average of given numbers using lists.

b) To display elements of list in reverse order.

c) Finding the minimum and maximum elements in the lists.

d) Write a program to count frequency of characters in a given file. Can you use character

frequency to tell whether the given file is a Python program file, C program file or a text file?

e) Write a program to compute the number of characters, words and lines in a file.

V. Experiment on Strings.

a) lmplement Python script to perform various operations on string using string libraries.

b) Implement Python Script to check given string is palindrome or not'

J I
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c) Implement python script to accept line of text and find the number of characters, number of

vowels and number of blank spaces in it.

VI. Experiment on functions.

a) Define a function max_olthree0 that takes three numbers as arguments and retums the

largest number

b) Write a program which makes use of function to display all such numbers which are divisible

by 7 but are not a multiple of5, between 1000 and 2000.

c) Write a program to perform addition of two square matrices.

VII. Experiment on recursion & parameter passing techniques.

a) Define a function which generates Fibonacci series up to n numbers.

b) Define a function that checks whether the given number is Armstrong

c) Implement a pl.thon script for Call-by-value and Call-by-reference

d) Implement a python script for factorial ofnumber by using recursion.

VIII. Experiment on Tuples.

a) write a program which accepts a sequence of comma-separated numbers from console and

generate a list and a tuple which contains every number. Suppose the following input is supplied

to the program: 34,67,55,33, t2, 98. Then, the output should be: [,34,. '67,. '55', ,33', '12,, '98]
('34"67" '55" '33" '12" '98).

b) With a given tuple (1,2,3,4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, l0), write a program to print the first half values in

one line and the last half values in one line.

lX. Experiment on files.

a) Write Python script to display file contents.

b) Write Python script to copy file contents from one file to another.

X. Experiment on searching & sorting Techniques,

a) Implement a python script to check the element is in the list or not by using Linear search &
Binary search.
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b) Implement a plthon script to anange the elements in sorted order using Bubble, Selection,

Insertion and Merge sorting techniques.

XI. Experiment on Exception handling concepts.

a) Write a python program by using exception handling mechanism.

b) Write a python program to perform various database operations (create, insert, delete, update).

XII. Experiment on:

a) Write a progftrm to calculate overtime pay of 10 employees. Overtime is paid at the rate of

Rs.12.00 per hour for every hour worked above 40 hours. Assume that employee do not work

lor lractional part of an hour. Write a progr.rm to calculate overtime pay of l0 employees.

Overtime is paid at the rate of Rs.12.00 per hour for every hour worked above 40 hours.

Assume that employee do not work for fractional part ofan hour.

b) Write a function that receives marks received by a student in 3 subjects and retums the

average and percentage of these marks. Call this function from main0 and print the result in

maln.

c) Write a program to demonstrate database connectivity in plthon.

d) Write a script that imports requests and fetch content from the page. Eg. (Wiki)

XIII. Experiments on python Framework(Architecture of any p)'thon Framework (Flask,

Django etc.)

a) Create a virtual environment and start a project by installing necessary packages

b) Connect Database with your project.

c) Generate HTML Forms with Form class and store data into the database.

d) Create a Word counter in any Framework. (The counter will counl the number of

occurrence ofeach word in a paragraph).

e) Create an application to send an emails using any framework.

0 Create a l.ogin System using any Framework.

g) Create an Online School System where teacher can create assignments that students can

complete and view their results.
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h) Create a Weather Application using any Frameu,ork and integrate it with some APIs

(Application Program Interface).

i) introduction and small exercises on packages such as - Matplotlib (for the graph plotting).

Tkinter (Python GUI programming package), Python web application using Flask. Web2py

packages.

j) Inlroduction to Anaconda Navigator for python.

XIV. Mini Project on:

a) Develop front pages ofa website showing introductory details olan organization.

XV. Mini Project on:

l. Develop a mini-project of students' choice to demonstrate creativity. Eg. music player, game-

station, student management systems, library management system etc.

a) Create a To-Do List app with registration. login. and CRUD Funcrionalitv.

b) Create a Chatting Application rvith Python.

c) Create a Token-based authentication system to work.

d) Create a Resume Builder and download that resume.

e) Create an app to take notes and store those notes in the backend database.

0 Automatic Tw,eet Posting

C) Railway Enquiry Svstem.

h) Online Quiz Application

i) Ecommerce website. etc

Course Outcomes

lTU429.l Implement various applications using open source system of python
1TU429.2 Create simple GUI applications and develop experiments using python
1ru429.3 Understand configuration and virtual environment of open source systems and

Python
1TU429.4 To be able to explain open source project structure and how to successfully setup a

project
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